We hope you enjoy creating beautiful scrapbook pages with the Anthology DIY Page Display Kit!

On the following pages, you’ll find eight project samples. You can make all of them and more with the materials in your kit. Use the pictures and notes to assist you as you create.

Showcase your pages throughout the year in your hinged display frame!
12x12 background: white cardstock

TAKE NOTE:
The floral chipboard piece layered under the gold glitter chipboard flowers is the piece with a teacup. Cut off the teacup portion.

GENERAL TIPS:
It is only necessary to cut a black photo mat. The white photo space represents the placement of your photo(s).
For extra security, dab some liquid glue onto the back of the chipboard stickers AND the paper flowers before adhering in place.
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TAKE NOTE:
This strip of patterned paper comes from the bottom portion of the Dear Lizzy “Pretty Party Hat” piece.

GENERAL TIPS:
It is NOT necessary to cut white photo mats. The white photo spaces represent the placement of your photos. For extra security, dab some liquid glue onto the back of the chipboard stickers AND the paper flowers before adhering in place.

12x12 background: black cardstock (using cardstock creates a stable square background for the patterned paper pieces)
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